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Preface

This booklet is an overview of learning styles and  of pre-school and primary education –
subject areas, activities and topics to study. I have given mind-maps of the learning styles
as well as characteristics and learning methods of each style. Understanding and using
how your child learns can greatly impact their view of education and allow them to excel.
Education is not just obtaining knowledge but skills as well. A variety of activities is vital for
a full education.  There is a brief overview of activity ideas for pre-school and then a more
detailed look at the primary school level. It helps you to make sure sure you are covering
the essentials. It gives the subject areas, topics and activities under each subject. 

I have also given two examples of integrated studies under a topic and then a list of
resources. The aim of this booklet is to equip parents in the understanding and teaching of
their children.

God has gifted us with the world of opportunity, and our children uniquely to meet them.

About the author

Janice trained as a teacher (B Prim Ed) at Wits and taught for six years. She is a mother to
three children aged 15, 12 and 9. She has experience in government, private and home
schooling. Her husband, Mike, is in full time Christian ministry. The family live in Betty's
Bay. Illustrations are by Rachel Anderson

“ In him we live and move and have our being.” Acts 17: 28
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Mind and learning styles

The Lord had made us each in a unique way. We all have a natural bent, a way we tick, a
way we were made. If we teach and encourage our children along their natural bent, they
will soar. Learning how to recognise and appreciate learning styles can be done through
observing patterns of behaviour, listening to the way they communicate and experimenting
with what works and what does not. Focus on natural strengths rather than weaknesses.

We are complex beings, but studies have divided people into two main mind styles: Global
– from the whole to the particular; or detailed – from the particular to the whole (Witkins).

Mind styles

Global – whole to the parts

Characteristics: They learn from broad concepts. They see the big picture, read between
the lines and see many options. They are not detail orientated, but can do several things at
a time. They don't like step-by-step procedures, often learning best with music, low light
and informal teaching.

Detailed – parts to the whole

Characteristics: They learn successively, in small steps, focusing  on the detail. They are

organised and do one thing at a time. They are prepared, logical, find facts but miss the
main idea, like step by step procedures, often learning best with conventional teaching or a
formal, structured setting.
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Learning Styles

Psychologists recognise four  broad learning styles: imaginative, analytical, common
sense and dynamic.(Gregorc, McCarthy) It is important to identify learning styles because
individual children learn best when they are taught according to their learning style.  
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Imaginative
Sensitive,spontaneous, 

 sociable, imaginative,

 compassionate

Analytical
Knowledgeable, logical,

structured, objective,

conceptualise ideas

Dynamic
Intuitive, impulsive,

creative, think on feet,

adventurous

Common sense
Stable, dependable,

economical, organised,

hard working



Imaginative – meaning and need

Characteristics: sensitive, compassionate, perceptive, flexible, imaginative, spontaneous,
sociable, friendly, empathetic.

Questions they ask: Why do I need to know this? What does it have to do with me? How

can I make a difference?

Learn by: listening and sharing ideas.

Enjoy noisy and colourful settings, see facts in relationship to people, learn by talking,
focus on themes and ideas, personalise learning, decide with the heart.
Thrive on frequent, honest praise, working with others, need reassurance of love and
worth, and acceptance of their personal feelings.

What's difficult: can be unpredictable, overly sensitive, not aware of time limitations.
Don't like competition, working with unfriendly people, giving exact details, accepting even
positive criticism or focusing on one thing at a time.

Use: paired reading, show and tell, music, art, crafts, tangrams, maths games, action
songs, role-play, reciting, discussion, interactive computer programmes.

Analytical –content and learning 

Characteristics: analytical, objective, knowledgeable, thorough, structured, logical,

deliberate, systematic, conceptualise ideas, see concepts and principles.

Questions they ask: What do I need to know? How do I know it's true? Have we
considered all the possibilities?

Learn by: focusing on content.
Gather data before decision making, analyse ideas, use facts to prove, learn more by
watching than doing, like experts to teach, need time, need explanation for everything,
value facts and figures, set long range plans, think in terms of correct or incorrect, need
quiet and  working alone.
Thrive on appreciation of their input,  having plenty of time to complete work and
organisation.

What's difficult: repeating same tasks over, don't like specific rules and regulations, don't

like sentimental thinking, can be undiplomatic, don't express emotions well.

Use: catagories, researching,dictionary skills, silence, riddles, debate, definitions, score

performance, questions, facts, taking notes and computer strategy games.
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Common sense – experimenting and applying

Characteristics: hardworking, conventional, accurate, stable, dependable, consistent,

factual, organised, economical, realistic, practical, goal-orientated.

Questions they ask: What facts do I need? How do I do it? What should it look like?

When must it be done by?

Learn by: producing concrete products from abstract ideas.

Work well with time limits, work systematically, like a schedule and routines, pay attention
to detail, like to see an example, prefer to work alone, value strategic thinking and problem
solving. Success seen by how well it works. Learn by demonstration.
Thrive on tangible rewards like gifts, stickers or touch. Love organisation, literal language
and seeing that what they've made works..

What's difficult: working in groups or in disorganised environment, following unclear

directions or instructions using imagination, having too much to do, not having advance
notice to prepare for change.

Use: 'how to' books, worksheets, computer added experiments, technology, projects,

model building, try and test methods, cooking, crafts, music, art.

Dynamic – creative application and responses

Characteristics: quick, intuitive, curious, realistic, creative, innovative, adventurous,

inspire others, think on feet, take risks, impulsive, stubborn, see many options, visualise
future, sense of humour, flexible, enjoy people.

Questions they ask: How much is really necessary? Why? What can this become?

Learn by: using insight and instincts to solve problems.
Work in general time frames, need to try for themselves and be allowed to ask many
questions. Let them communicate, allow creativity, integrate learning.
Thrive on working independently, inspiration, freedom to choose, creative alternatives,
guidelines rather than rules.

Find difficult: restrictions and limitations, formal reports, routines, re-doing something,
detailed records, being a team player.

Use: real life experiences, involvement, drama, celebrations, parables, brainstorming,
puppets, claywork, miming, music, crafts, video creativity, integrated learning, computer
creative packages.
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Environmental Influences

Environmental influences affect us too, such as physical, emotional and sociological
arrangements(Dunn and Dunn). It is important to understand the role they play in your
children's lives and how much they affect them in learning. Some people find it difficult to
learn while a particular element is present or absent.  
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Emotional

Events: how in touch they are with their feelings and the events of the day. How this
affects their ability to learn, varies.
Motivation:what drives them. Those who need an outside stimulus, are externally
motivated. Those who act on their own stimulus are internally motivated. Use their
passions and interests and sense of achievement. 
Persistence:the ability to stick to a task. Break learning into small tasks for detailed
learners or show the big picture for global learners. Help them feel as if they have
succeeded.

Responsibility: being trusted with what is expected. Some have a high need to know why

they are doing something. Some need to be given a couple of choices, not direct
commands.

Sociological

Alone: some need no distractions or other people for effective learning to take place.

Being alone and working in their own time, brings peace.
Group: this varies in quantity and age gap. Some like to work in pairs, while others just
like lots of people around while they work. Some work best with peers or just older or
younger, while others work best with an adult. They usually have a need for noise and a
vibrant environment.

Physical

Visual: 
Characteristics: a person who thinks in images or pictures. They need to see the written
word or pictures or the work demonstrated. They work well with written format. They enjoy
presenting work neatly and having a well organised structured layout.
Learn by: the kind of light has affects-some need a low light and others plenty of it. Some
need a colourful setting and others bland. Give them bright colours and large spaces to
draw or write in, if needed. Let them take notes or doodle while listening. Allow them to
underline or highlight work.

Auditory:
Characteristics:they learn best by hearing or listening. They are story tellers and solve
problems by talking them through. They are often musical. They enjoy discussion and
verbal communication.
Learn by: some need sound to help them focus while others find it distracting. Let them
answer questions verbally. Put information onto a tape or into a poem, song or rap. Let
them read aloud and verbally narrate back information learnt.
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Kinaesthetic:

Characteristics: they learn through their body and feelings. They process information
best by touching and feeling. Comfort of clothes affects them-labels or sock ridges.
Temperature and hunger also has affects.
Learn by: some have a strong need to move. Work in whatever temperature is best for
them. Some like a desk while others prefer a couch or bed or floor. Some need a cave
while others want open space. Some need to snack often or hunger distracts them..Let
them take frequent breaks while working. Give them big spaces to work in if preferred.
Provide stories that are filled with action. Allow events to be acted out or compose a
dance. Let them sit on a large gym ball instead of a chair when doing written work. Let
them play with an elastic band while listening.

Time
Time restrictions can liberate or restrict. Adjust your schedule according to their learning
style. Some need more time for reflection. The preferred time of day for work varies too.
Determine whether they are a morning person or not. Adjust premium work time
accordingly. 
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Intelligences

Traditionally it was thought that there was only one kind of intelligence. Today cognitive
psychologists recognise at least seven intelligences: linguistic, logical, visual, musical,
kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal. (Gardner). Help your child to see that one can
be intelligent in other ways, not necessarily always stereotypically.
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Linguistic
Characteristics: great verbal ability. They think in words. They enjoy reading, writing,

telling stories, playing word games and debating.
Learn by: books, writing tools, dairies, dialogue, discussion, debate, stories, vocabulary
skills and word games.

Logical /Mathematical
Characteristics: an ability in numbers, patterns and logical reasoning. They think by
problem solving and reasoning. They enjoy figuring out puzzles, experimenting,
questioning, calculating and categorising.

Learn by: having things to explore, science materials, manipulation, computer strategy

games, categorising and mind maps.

Spatial
Characteristics: an ability to think in vivid mental pictures. They are able to reconstruct
events or situations. They enjoy designing, drawing, visualising and doodling.
Learn by: art, films, videos, lego, 3-D manipulation, computer strategy games and
creating through crafts and technology.

Kinesthetic
Characteristics: they think through sensations. They have a high degree of ability of

physical activity or tactile use. They enjoy dancing, running, jumping building, touching,
gesturing and fine motor constructions.
Learn by: role-playing, games, movement, things to build, art, crafts, technology and
sports.

Musical
Characteristics: they think in rhythms and music. They live as if life was set to music.
They enjoy listening, tapping, whistling, humming, singing and reciting poetry.

Learn by: movement, tactile experiences, poems, songs, rap,  crafts, sports and dance.

Interpersonal
Characteristics: they think by bouncing ideas off others. They have the gift of
understanding, appreciating and getting along well with others. They enjoy groups,
relating, organising and being with friends. 
Learn by: community events, social gatherings, friends, clubs, working in groups and
team sports.

Intrapersonal
Characteristics: they think deeply inside themselves. They have a natural ability to
understand who and what we are and how we fit in the greater scheme of things. They
enjoy meditating, being quiet, planning, setting goals and reflecting.

Learn by: self-paced work, time alone, secret places, choices and working through

issues.     
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Spiritual Pathways

Our individual uniqueness means we will all experience God's presence and learn to relate
to him in different ways, often matching our intelligences .A spiritual pathway is the way we
most naturally sense God's presence and experience spiritual growth(Ortberg).

Spiritually we relate to God in serving, intellectually, through creation, being an activist, in
worship, relationally and contemplatively. 
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Serving
They find God when they are involved in helping others. They need meaningful serving
opportunities and being able to do things for others.

Intellectual
They draw closer to God as they learn more about him. The life of the mind excites them.
They love to study the Bible and in church look forward to the sermon most. They enjoy
great books, deep thoughts and sound teaching.

Creation
God speaks most clearly for these people,when they are out in nature.They find they come
alive in God's creation. When experiencing nature, they experience God. 

Activist
They need a cause to fight for. This gives a sense of purpose and fulfills the need to do
something for God. They have a high energy level and challenges don't discourage, they
energize them. 

Worship
When praise and adoration happens, something deep inside is affected. They experience
the reality of God's presence through worship. Art and creating things(from writing to
gardening) is also a form of worship.

Relational
They sense God when involved in significant relationships, small groups and community
experiences. God uses other people and conversations to speak to them. They need a
relationally rich life, friendships and small groups.

Contemplative
For these people, thinking and reflection comes naturally. They need large blocks of quiet
uninterrupted time alone, without distractions. Being able to think about God and life brings
joy. 
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Putting it all together

The combinations of these learning styles and intelligences are what make us unique
individuals. We are a combination of characteristics, but tend towards dominance in one or
two learning styles or intelligences. It  is important to note that we do not solely fit into one
category and all are important. By using various methods and approaches, we can let the
children excel in their strengths while encouraging growth in and management of weaker
areas.

Here is a learning cycle that encompasses the four learning styles, while using their mind
styles, intelligences, spiritual pathways and environmental influences.

The Hook
Capture their attention. Start with what they know, sharing from previous
experiences. Answer the question of why this is important. Give the big picture of
where you are heading. Let them talk about the topic. Teach new vocabulary, read
diaries, debate, compare and contrast, and use humour. Provide a stress free
environment.

The Book
New knowledge is now taught. This answers the question of what they need to 
know. Give step by step procedures. Use books,computer simulations, videos, 
parables, puppets, songs and poems. Let them take notes, research and role play. 
Sit outside or go in to nature while working. Allow time for the brain to process the 
information. Let learning be challenging but not overwhelming. Take frequent breaks
and changes in activity.

The Look
They apply what they have learnt to their lives. This answers the question of how 
this applies to me. Let them try and experiment, do clay work, build a model,
do worksheets, quizzes, mind-maps, poems, discussions and narrating back what 
has been learnt, verbally and in written form. Allow time for reflection. Allow 
movement to happen, which can aid the processing of information. Novelty helps 
the brain connect with what is learnt. Let it be relevant, social, and fun.

The Took
Think of creative ways for expanding beyond what is taught. This answers the 
question of how they can use or respond to this. Use drama, dance,art, crafts, 
dialogues and song. Get involved in a community project or cause. Make a video, 
write a newspaper report, diary or go on an appropriate outing.
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PRE-SCHOOL

“Most of what I really need to know about how to live, and what to do, and how to be, I learnt in kindergarten.

These are the things I learnt: share everything. Play fair. Don't hit people. Put things back where you found
them. Clean up your own mess. Don't take things that aren't yours. Say you're sorry when you hurt
somebody. Wash your hands before you eat. Live a balanced life. Learn a little and think a little, draw and
sing and dance and play and work a little every day. Be aware of wonder. Goldfish and hamsters and white
mice and even the little seed in the plastic cup – they all die. So do we.

Think of what a better world it would be if we all had milk and biscuits at about three o'clock every afternoon
then lay down with our blanket for a nap. Or if we had a basic policy in our nation and other nations always to
put things back where we found them and cleaned up after our own messes. And it is true no matter how old
you are, when you go out into the world, it is best to hold hands and stick together."       
                                                                          (Robert Fulghum We learnt it all in kindergarten)

 Here are some activities to do with your pre-schooler.

Activities

Physical Development
● play on the jungle gym, climb and run
● somersaults, rolling and balancing games
● make obstacle courses
● paint with a large brush and water (e.g. outside walls)
● ball skills – throw and catch, varying size of object and distance 
● awareness of right and left side- use songs and actions
● dressing; zips, buttons, belts, shoelaces
● threading beads or buttons
● cutting out
● play dough / clay modelling
● controlled paper tearing

● sewing (e.g. tapestry needles and wool on styrofoam)
● water spray / squeeze bottles

Emotional Development
● give responsibilities e.g. setting the table, raking leaves, drying cutlery, packing

away shopping, cleaning car, sorting socks in washing
● discuss feelings and how to deal with them
● discuss acceptable outlets for negative feelings
● take turns at supper to relate the day's highlight
● make eye contact when talking and listening
● go on outings
● keep possessions tidy
● encourage always 'trying' an activity when reluctant

● allow to ask questions
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Social Development
● invite friends to play or for an outing

● provide dressing-up clothes and props when with a friend
● play board games
● gardening with family
● encourage patience, sharing, honesty, taking turns, compassion, kindness 
● teach please and thank you at appropriate times

Creativity and Play
● constructions using paper, boxes, wood, planks, string, glue
● do finger-painting and drawing
● use playdough, clay and modelling
● do baking
● construction toys e.g. lego

● sand and water play
● sorting: puzzles, brainy blocks, dominoes, snap
● identifying foods by smell and taste
● identifying sounds and feel of things

Cognitive Development
Maths:

● setting table
● sorting washing
● lego
● putting away shopping
● playing shop-shop
● memory games

● recognising numbers (on phone, clock, car, etc.)
● count objects (e.g. when setting table, packing away items).
● woodwork
● games e.g. UNO, snap, dominoes, snakes and ladders, games with a dice
● recognising shapes:circle, rectangle, square, triangle, oval, diamond

Reading:
● read a story daily and discuss it
● notice changes in the environment around them
● offer three instructions simultaneously
● spot the initial letter of their name
● play find the difference games
● play educational computer games

Auditory Perception:
● speak audibly, use extensive vocabulary

● identify sounds and music
● listen to silence
● rhythmic activities – with and without instruments
● dancing
● learn name, surname, address, telephone number, and age
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PRIMARY SCHOOL

Now more formal education takes place. I have given the subjects covered, a general
breakdown under each subject and a few activity ideas. These are the topics to be
covered through out primary school. It's important to understand that you are not merely
trying to cram in information. You are teaching vital thinking skills through information.
Thus it is important to vary activities to ensure cross spectrum learning. You may go into
more depth of the topics each year or touch on different aspects each year. 

These are the subject areas:

● English

● Afrikaans
● Mathematics
● Natural Sciences
● Social Sciences
● Health/Life Orientation
● Arts and Culture
● Technology
● Bible
● Physical Education
● Music

I have given two examples of integrated studies under a topic.
Take a topic of interest and integrate the subject areas under that topic. You may
want to study a topic per term or for a couple of weeks.

 Here are some topic ideas:
Ocean
Space
Me
Early inhabitants of South Africa
Dinosaurs
Pirates
Changes in the 20th century
Plants
Animals
Fun
Insects
Rainforests
Antarctica
Frogs
Creepy crawlies
Pets
Transport
Music
Trust
Exploration
Living for God
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English and Afrikaans

Oral-
speaking and listening, public speaking, narrating, reciting
Reading and Viewing- 
reading, comprehension, question and answering techniques, visual literacy,
literature study, study skills
Writing- 
handwriting, creative writing, poetry, analysis, summary, journals, projects
Word Study- 
phonics, spelling, vocabulary, grammar, language, punctuation,  dictionary skills,
expressions,  proof reading

Activity Ideas: English

● Creative Writing : - pretend you are .... write how you would see the world
-travel brochure (e.g. to a planet in space)
-autobiography – of life so far

include time-line, growth record, family tree, events in life, 
special photos, likes, dislikes, friends, holidays, birth story, 
funny things said and done, art work

-diary – day in the life of ...
-dialogue – between two people, animals, objects
-cartoon – draw and write speech bubbles
-invent a new ....
-write a letter to ...
-tell of a dream
-write about a holiday/trip you went on
-describe a ....
-write a poem
-write a prayer
-address writing (e.g. of alien, animal, etc)

● Spelling: -on the beach, write the words in large letters.
-write each letter or the phonic sound on pieces of  
  paper. Jump on them as you spell the word.

● Reading:        -while shopping, play ”I spy” for words within words 
                                e.g. "oil" in "toilet" and "lick" in "Clicks."

- do a treasure hunt, with written clues describing the location of the 
next clue and final treasure.
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Activity Ideas: Afrikaans

● Reading: -use changes in speed and inflection e.g. slowly, fast, high voice, low 

 voice., staccato (very short and precise), long, drawn out, read 
 backwards
-label the house – put Afrikaans words on door, window, chair, fridge.

● Teaching as a 2nd language:- Use dialogue technique – about 6 responses. 

Example:

1. Dokter: Wat makeer Jannie?
2. Jannie: Ek het 'n kopseer en 'n seer keel.
3. Dokter: Sit op die bed. Ek sal jou ondersoek.
4. Jannie: Is dit ernstig?
5. Dokter: Nee, jy het 'n verkoue. Hier is jou medisyne.
6. Jannie: Dankie dokter.

-Memorise the first persons part, then swap roles
-Sustitute different words or phrases in.
    e.g. My been is seer. (2nd response)

Ja, ek moet opereer. (5th response)
-Teach language from dialogue.
    e.g. Ek sal jou ondersoek – change tenses.

Ek het jou ondersoek.
Ek sal jou nie ondersoek nie.
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Mathematics

Calculations-
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, bonds, tables, mental and paper and
pencil methods,calculators
Number and Number Systems-
rounding off, place value,estimating,  number sequences, ordering numbers,
averages,  fractions, percentages,  decimals
Solving Real Life Problems-
measuring, money, time
Handling data-
tables, charts, diagrams, graphs,codes
Measurements-
metric system, area, perimeter, mass,volume,  estimating
Shape and Space-
recognising shapes,3D shapes, grid co-ordinates, angles, symmetry, 
compass directions.

Activity ideas: Mathematics

● Maths 24: -Using cards, lay out 3 numbers down. By multiplying, dividing, adding
               and subtracting try to get to 24. You may go above 24 and use 

     subtraction or division to get back..
-Instead of cards you can use the numbers on number plates when 
     driving or in traffic jams.

● Advert numbers: -Deal 3 cards, and make a number, e.g. 251
  Deal 4 cards, and make a number, e.g. 8569
  Find a price on an advert between those numbers 
  (e.g. between  R2.51 and R85.69).

● Cards:          -Deal 3 cards. Must make largest or smallest number with those cards.
  Do the same with 2 or 4 or 5 cards, according to level.

        
        -10 grid -Take out the picture cards.  Lay the rest of the cards in a 3X3 

grid pattern, face down. Turn over the top card in each pile.
In turn, players select as many cards as they can that when added 
 make a total of 10.
Any card that is taken is replaced by turning the next card over.
Play continues until all cards are taken or no more cards total 10.
The player with the most cards win.

         -Divide cards equally. Each player deals 2 cards and adds them. The 
winner is the person with the highest total. They get a point. Play until
all cards are dealt. Variation: subtract or multiply cards.
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● Pi day:- Pi is the circumference divided by the diameter of a circle.
-it is celebrated on March 14 – the 3rd month, 14th day because pi is 3.14...
-some of pi's numbers are: 3.141592653589....
-explain: circumference- distance around a circle

diameter-line cutting a circle in half
irrational – it can't be rounded off as it never ends.
transcendental – no pattern.

-bake and eat pies.
-string measure circumference and diameter of various sized circles in home.
   Divide  circumference by diameter – see that it is close to pi.
-draw circles freehand.
-list as many things that have circles in it as you can think of.
- memorise as many digits of pi as you can, in one minute
-sing Carolyn M. Morehouse's pi song:

This Old Pi 
(to the tune of 'This old man')

number pi
number pi
it's irrational and so am I
with a 3.1415926
Pi Day is for lunatics

Number pi
You're so  fun
And better than one
If you think that pi are round Beware
We all know that πr²       (pi are squared)

Number pi
Sing out strong
Fifty billion digits long
And there's still no evidence of any rule
Transcendentalness is cool.

Reproduced with permission from Drexel University, copyright (1998) by The Math Forum @ Drexel
(http://mathforum.org/). All rights reserved.
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Natural sciences

Life and Living-
classification, plants, animals, mammals, vertebrates, invertebrates, food chains
and webs, life cycles, adaptions, human body
Matter and Materials-
air, water, soil, changing state, properties, recycling, structures
Energy and Change-
energy and its uses, movement, sound, light, force, colour, solar energy, electricity,
magnets, flight, circuits and conductors, machines
Planet Earth and Beyond-
biodiversity, ecosystems, endangered species, weather, time, geology of the earth,
erosion, space, conservation, environment, forces of nature

Activity Ideas: Natural sciences

● Keep a record of the food you eat in a week. Make a pie graph according to food

groups.
● Make a robot out of recycled materials.
● In an open space, lay a piece of paper and an upright stick in the middle. At each

hour draw where the shadow of the stick lies. Record the results by time and
shadow length.

● Make paper aeroplanes of different designs. Time flight and distance travelled to
assertain best design.

● Record sounds around the house. Play back for the children to guess what noises
the are.

● Make a rain gauge. Keep a record for a month. Plot it on a graph.
● Do a comparative study of plant and animal type of the north and south side of a hill

or slope.
● Make a wind or water mill.
● Create a new planet. Give it a name and the vital statistics. Draw or make a model.
● Carefully put a piece of thick black paper behind an old spider's web. Spray

hairspray over the web, which fixes it to the paper.
● Go on a nature walk. Put a 10cm strip on contact paper around the childrens wrist,

sticky side outside. As you walk collect and stick on to the contact bits of grass,
sand, petals, etc.
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Social Sciences: Geography and History

          Geography

Mapwork and skills-
directions, reading symbols, latitude, longitude, scale, understanding and
interpreting maps
Physical-
climate,vegetations, landscapes, resources, forces of nature, provinces of South
Africa, rivers and mountains of South Africa, oceans and seas of world,
continents,world study
Social-
population, health and people, poverty, changes in society, transport and
communication

           History

South African History-
early inhabitants, Dutch and British rule, people arriving in the cape, slavery, Xhosa
and border wars, the great trek, tribal leaders, discovery of mineral wealth, Anglo
Boer Wars, South Africa in the 20th century, people of our land, neighbouring
countries
Other-
travelling, exploring, trading, early civilisations, history of medicines

Activity Ideas: Social Sciences

● Harold Porter Botanical Gardens in Betty's Bay have a Khoi-San garden with
information boards and plants labelled with their uses. Make up questions from
information boards. Give a list of ailments. Children must find answers form boards
and plants.

● Lay a trail of sticks and stones. Children must track as the Khoi-San did, reading the
sticks and stones.

● Make a puzzle of provinces of South Africa – fit onto a map of South Africa.
● Make a volcano. Mix 1 cup of clean sand, ½  cup water, 1 tablespoon maizena, 1

teaspoon Alum crystals. Heat on a stove, stirring frequently until it becomes thick,
like play dough.
Mould into a volcano with a hole down the centre for the core.
Leave to dry for 2 days. It will become hard.
For volcano, put 1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda in core. Add 1 teaspoon vinegar 
mixed with a drop of red food colouring and watch the volcano erupt.

● To make fossils, use same sand play dough mixture. Wrap around little items like
little dinosaurs to make  balls. When hard, children go on a fossil hunt. Hide the
balls for them to find. They then crack them open with a stone.

● Go on a treasure hunt. Draw a map and the children must follow it to find the
treasure. Give compass directions, paces and features to look for.
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Health and Life Orientation

Community and Environmental Health-
clean environment, recycling, sun protection,
electricity, safe cycling, manufacturers and
consumers, accidents, first aid
Mental and Emotional Health-
me, differences, family matters, friends, changes, needs and interests, decision
making, feelings, relationships, peers, puberty
Physical Health-
food groups, healthy diet, nutrition, food additives,medicines, television, teeth, eyes,
healthy body, digestive system, care of body, leisure, sport
Societal Health Issues-
advertising, smoking, pain relief, behaviour influences, peer groups, drugs, alcohol,
illegal drugs, current health issues, HIV-AIDS

Activity Ideas: Health and Life Orientation

● Build a body – draw basic organs parts and a body. Assign an organ to a number on
a dice, e.g. 1-heart, 2-lungs. Roll the dice. Winner is first to build the whole body.

● Make a collage cut out from old magazines of different food groups.
● Make a poster for an issue, e.g. the effects of smoking on health.

       Arts and Culture and Technology

 Integrate this into what is being studied.
 e.g. Topic: -Early inhabitants of South Africa.

 Using foods and dyes that we have today, paint a Khoi-San Rock painting 
 onto paper. e.g. tea, cocoa, tomato sauce.
 Make up a Khoi-San dance around the fire depicting a hunt.
 Build a model of a Khoi-Khoi hut.

Activity Ideas: Art

● Bird- Draw outline. Cut feathers out of material and fill in. Frame picture with
seeds glued on.

● People- Cut out different body parts from magazine and glue a crazy person 
together.

● Leaves- Collect different shaped leaves. Paint them and print them onto paper. 
Cut out the leaves, paint a 'winter' tree and stick the printed leaves on.

● Fish- Draw outline of fish. Using ear bud and paint, cover the fish with dots.
● Spider- Using white string on black paper, glue string into a web. Make a 3D 

spider out of an egg box and pipe-cleaners. Paint and decorate spider,
eg. with sequins and beads

● Marbling- Mix 1 tablespoon vinegar with 2 tablespoons icing sugar. Paint this 

onto white paper. Drop drops of ink or food colouring and see marble 
effect. Leave to dry.

● Sunflower Children paint their hands yellow and print it on paper, going around in
a circle. These are the petals. Glue sunflower seeds in the middle.
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        Bible

Integrate this into what is being studied. Relate a life principle, study a value, relate a bible
story, memorise a verse, sing a song or write a prayer that fits with the topic. Encourage
daily Bible reading or family devotions. 

Activity ideas: Bible

● Have a verse for the week to memorise. Write each word on a separate piece of
paper and walk over the verse, saying each word. Turn over one word at a time and
repeat the walk until the whole verse is memorised.

● Act out a bible story, dressing up.
● Do a front page of a newspaper for an event in the Bible.
● Do an interview with a Bible character.

        Physical Education

Integrate this into your day. Perhaps make a set time to do a set of exercise together.

Activity Ideas: Physical Education

● While practicing times tables, throw a ball to the person who must answer.

● Make comet bags (bean bags with string and ribbon attached). See how high or
how far you can throw them.

● Time how many skips, hops, jumps you can do in a minute. Measure 50/100m see
how fast you can run it. Compare to Olympic athletes.

● Spell words while doing sit ups, one letter per sit up.

       Music

Integrate this into your studies. Make time to listen to different types of music.

Activity ideas: Music

● Sing tables and bonds to a well known nursery rhyme.
● Assign a different musical instrument or sound (such as a pot and spoon)to each

planet. Tell a story of space travel. As the planet is mentioned, make the sound of
the planet.

● Put science facts to a rap.
● Create the music and instruments of an

ethnic group.
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INTEGRATED STUDIES

For some children it makes the most sense to study a topic that interests them. You will
then integrate the subjects under the topic. I have given two examples- the body for lower
primary and water for middle and upper primary. R.I.C publications have many good
booklets on the integrated theme.

   Example:The Body
    Lower primary

English and Afrikaans-
Healthy Body – word search
Body words and parts
Poems
Stories

Product Labels-what is healthy and what not
Quick Quiz
Collage- cut likes and dislikes out of
magazines

Mathematics-
Add and subtract  legs, toes of family
Memory games

Graphs- growth chart
Timeline- events of life

Health-
The eye
The nose
The ear
The mouth
Teeth

Operation games
First aid
Visiting the doctor
Treatment of illnesses
Bicycle safety

Social Science-
Visit people who help us – doctor, dentist, hairdresser, physiotherapist, or visit a hospital or
retirement village

Natural Science-
Look at movement 
Study an animal-how is it different or the same as our body

Physical education-
Simon says – eg-touch right elbow, touch left knee, touch right hand to left foot

Music-
Sing the song,”Head, shoulders, knees and toes”

Art and Craft and Technology-
Make a paper maché face mask
Draw around your body on a large piece of paper. Paint it adding wool for hair and material
for clothes
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       Example: Water
         Middle and Upper primary

English and Afrikaans-
Write a poem about the sound of rain.
Listen to taped sounds of dolphins and whales. Use adjectives  to describe it.
Create a TV advertisement or poster to encourage people to save water.
Use the Internet to research a water disaster-eg- tsunami
Write a diary for a trip as a passenger or crew member on a cruise ship.
Do creative writing about a day in the life of a drop of water.
Study words with the root word 'aqua' (water).
Design a front cover for a magazine or book about the sea.

Mathematics-
Work out how many 2L Coke bottles would be needed to fill a bathtub.
Record daily water consumption. Graph results.
Work out percentages of water use for your home-eg drinking, cooking, washing
Study the codes and flags used in navigation.
Find out  the volume of water in various size containers. 
Make a water clock. Research how on the internet.
Collect data from environmental disasters.Present it in a poster. 

Natural Sciences-
Study animals and plants that are adapted to living in water.
Study water ecosystems; wetlands, rainforest or a coral reef. .
Study the causes of tsunamis, cyclones, droughts or floods.
Study the states of water.Do practical experiments.
Learn about the water cycle.Draw it.
Use microscopes to study organisms in pond water.

Human and Social Sciences-
Map oceans, major seas, rivers and lakes of the world.
Study the effects of environmental water disasters such as oil spills or over-fishing.
Investigate the history of water transport.
Discuss how people managed without tap-water in the past.
Learn about the voyages of discovery. 

Health and Life Orientation-
Investigate how our bodies use and store water.
Discuss the health benefits of cleanliness.
Hold a 'Water Fun Day'

Arts and Culture and Technology-
Create a percussion rainstorm. Make a 'rainmaker'.
Listen to different types of music with a water theme.
In groups, devise an underwater dance. Find or create suitable music
Using  blown ink drawings, create a coral background. Paint, draw or collage fish over it. 
Look at the Ancient Egyptian shadoof. Build a model of one.
Build a bridge.
Look at the features of different boats and ships..
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RESOURCES

      Library

How to find a subject:

000-099 General
e.g. 004-006 Computers

                  030  Encyclopaedias

100-199 Philosophy and Psychology

200-299 Religion

300-399 Social Sciences      
e.g. 320 Politics

                  330 Economics
                  340 Law
             360 Social problems
             370 Education                

400-499 Languages

500-599 Science
e.g. 510 Mathematics

             540 Chemistry
                  580 Plants
             590 Animals

600-699 Technology
e.g. 610 Medicine/ Health

            641 Cookery
            650 Business Management 
  
700-799 Arts and Recreation

e.g. 735 Craft
       796 Sport

800-899 Literature

900-999 Geography, History, Travel, Biography
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       Useful Websites

There are so many wonderful websites to aid learning. Here are a few to get you going:

Usborne links to useful educational websites
http://www.usborne-quicklinks.com/uk/uk_homepage.asp

Enchanted Learning's fun educational web sites 
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/Home.html

List of Home Schooling Associations in South Africa
www.grobler.co.za/hs/index.htm

National Geographic for children
www.ngkids.co.za

BBC's online learning and support
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning/subjects/childrens_learning.shtml

KidsWorld educational resources
http://www.northvalley.net/kids/education.shtml

Mike and Janice Anderson's site on science, faith and home-schooling (this book is
available here) . 
www.mikelanderson.com

      Helpful CD's

      Advantage -Elementary                 Encore
                        -Middle School
                       -High School

 I love Maths                       Dorling Kindersley
      I love Science

I love Spelling

Jumpstart Advanced Learning System           Knowledge Adventure

     Supersolvers- Midnight Rescue            The Learning Company
                     - Outnumbered
                     - Spell bound

Where in the world is Carmen San Diego?            Softkey
Where in time is Carmen San Diego?
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